
CS109B Notes for Lecture 5/31/95PredicatesEssentially Boolean-valued functions with argu-ments of arbitrary type.� But predicates are uninterpreted; a predi-cate named less, for example, need not giveless(3; 4) the value TRUE.� In the deeper realms of logic, one forces apredicate like less to be what one wants by as-serting expressions about it that can only besatis�ed by a predicate that behaves as youintend.� But back here in the real world, that is toohard. Thus we use extra-logical means to ex-plain and use the \meaning" of a symbol.E.g., we said p stands for \T is a MWST"and spoke informally about what thatmeant, while still using formal logic formatters like the contrapositive law.Example: We might assert a logical expressionlike less(X;Y ) AND less(Y;Z) ! less(X;Z)i.e., the transitive law for predicate less.� That narrows down somewhat what less canbe, but it still could be \greater than,"\equals," or any transitive relation.Logical Expressions: The Predicate LogicCaseBasis: An atomic formula is a logical expression.These are predicate symbols applied to arguments,which are either variables or constants.� Convention: predicate names and constantsbegin with a lower-case letter, while variablesbegin with an upper-case letter.� Numbers and (quoted) character strings arealso constants. 1



Example: Here are some atomic formulas:p(X;Y ), q(0;X; a), p.� The second has �rst and third arguments con-stant.� p is a zero-ary predicate; it is essentially thesame as a propositional variable, since itsvalue is either TRUE or FALSE, independent ofany arguments.Induction: Logical expressions can be built fromsmaller logical expressions by1. The usual logical connectives: AND, !, etc.2. The quanti�er 8 (\for all"). It is used in ex-pressions like (8X)p(X;X), i.e., \for all X,p(X;X) is true.That might be the case if, say, p were thepredicate �, i.e., \for all X, X � X."3. The quanti�er 9 (\there exists"). It is usedin expressions like (9Y )�p(X;Y )ANDp(Y;Z)�,i.e., \there exists a value of Y such that bothp(X;Y ) and p(Y;Z) are true.That might make sense if, e.g., p werethe predicate <, and X 6= Z.Class ProblemsSuppose that lt(X;Y ) is the predicate that is truei� X < Y and ne(X;Y ) is true i� X 6= Y . Writelogical expressions for the following:1. \For all X other than 0, there is some Y suchthat 0 < Y < X."2. \There is some X such that for all Y and Z,X is equal to neither Y nor Z."Are these expressions true or false?Bound/Free VariablesThink of a quanti�ed expression (8X)E or (9X)Eas a \declaration" of X that applies to the expres-sion E. 2



� Uses of X within E are said to be bound tothat quanti�cation of X.� But another quanti�cation of X within E su-percedes the outer quanti�cation.Analogous to a local de�nition of xwithin a C or ML function supercedinga global or external declaration of x.� A use of a variable that has no associatedquanti�cation within an expression E is saidto be free in E.I.e., a free variable is like an external vari-able in C.Example: Consider:(8X)�(9Y )�(8X)p(X;Y ) AND q(X;Y )��� Convention: quanti�ers have highest prece-dence and so bind only the shortest well-formed expression that follows them.Thus, the innermost quanti�ed expres-sion is just (8X)p(X;Y ).Note: X is bound (to the (8X) in thissubexpression; Y is free.� Here is the same expression with bindingsof variables to quanti�ers indicated by sub-scripts.You may think of the subscripted vari-ables as distinct variables. As with localvariables in C, you can rename them atwill, as long as you don't accidently usea name that has another declaration atthat point.(8X1)�(9Y2)�(8X3)p(X3; Y2) AND q(X1; Y2)��What does this expression \mean"? Roughly:� (8X)p(X;Y ) is true for a given value of Y ifno matter what value X has, p(X;Y ) is true.Call this condition S(Y ).3



We don't know what p means, so wedon't know whether S(Y ) is true, but fora given p we could decide whether S(Y )is true.� (9Y )�(8X)p(X;Y ) AND q(X;Y )� is true forany given X if there is some Y such that1. S(Y ) is true, and2. q(X;Y ) is true.Call this statement T (X). Again, wedon't know how to tell whether T (X) istrue, but given p and q we could decide.� The entire statement says that T (X) is truefor every X.
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